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 Abstract 
Real-Time Measurements of Space Potential in Magnetized Plasma 
using a Baffled Langmuir Probe. 
 
Sean M. Finnegan 
 
An electrostatic probe for real-time measurements of space potential in magnetized 
plasma is tested in fully ionized, barium, Q-machine plasma.  The tungsten wire probe 
tip, oriented perpendicular to the magnetic field, is partially shielded by ceramic baffles 
(masks).  Rotation of the probe about its cylindrical axis, changes the fraction of electrons 
that can reach the probe tip along the magnetic field, enabling the ratio between the 
electron and ion saturation currents to be adjusted without changing the probe bias.  
When optimally shielded ( 1»sati
sat
e II ), accurate, real-time measurements of space 
potential can be acquired. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
A. Motivation 
 Electrostatic probes are a useful diagnostic tool for measuring various DC and AC 
fluid and kinetic plasma quantities in magnetized and un-magnetized plasma [1-4].  The 
presence of waves and instabilities are a common feature of magnetized plasma.  
Characterizing fluctuations and fluctuation-induced transport of particle and energy flux 
is important to both basic plasma physics experiments, as well as high-power-density-
plasma fusion experiments.  Measurement of turbulence-induced particle flux requires 
the simultaneous measurement of oscillations in density and space potential, so that 
cross-correlation amplitude and phase can be determined.  Similarly, experimental 
determination of turbulence-induced energy flux requires the simultaneous measurement 
of fluctuations in particle temperature and space potential.  Thus, accurate DC and AC 
measurement of density (n), particle temperature (Te,i) and space potential (Vs) are 
necessary for characterizing plasma and its behavior.  A variety of electrostatic probe 
designs and techniques have been developed to obtain these parameters in various plasma 
regimes.  For accurate, real-time measurements of the unperturbed plasma parameters, 
the probe must be able to survive long enough for useful data to be acquired, and should 
not perturb the global state of the plasma [5].  Because electrostatic probes are an 
invasive diagnostic tool, and invariably perturb the plasma locally [6], minimization of 
probe-induced perturbations is desirable. 
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B. Langmuir Probe and I-V Characteristic 
Irving Langmuir and H. M. Mott-Smith, developed the first technique for 
measuring the characteristic parameters of plasma by, inserting into the plasma a small, 
conducting wire tip biased relative to the space potential of the plasma by an external, 
variable, bipolar power supply and measuring the collected probe current [7,8].  The 
measured current, I(V), is commonly referred to as the current-voltage characteristic of 
the probe.  Using a simple model for the current collected by the probe, it is possible to 
infer plasma parameters such as density, electron temperature, and space potential from 
an I-V characteristic. 
 A typical current-voltage characteristic is shown in Fig. 1. The various plasma 
parameters are obtained from three distinctly important regions of an I-V characteristic.  
In Fig. 1, these regions are labeled A (ion saturation), B (transition), and C (electron 
saturation).  In region A, the applied probe voltage is sufficiently negative with respect to 
the space potential, that practically all of the electrons are repelled away from the probe. 
For an electrostatic probe of radius (R) being much less than the ion mean-free path (li), 
the collected ion current saturates at a value that is proportional to the ion density and is 
relatively insensitive to the applied probe voltage.  In region B, the width of which is 
approximately equal to a few (3-6 for typical Q-machine plasma) times eTk eB , both ions 
and electrons are simultaneously being collected by the probe.  The shape of the curve in 
this region is used to obtain the electron temperature.  In region C, the applied probe 
voltage is sufficiently positive, relative to the space potential of the plasma, such that 
practically all ions are repelled from the probe surface, and the collected electron current 
saturates at a value that is proportional to the electron density.  Models of electron and 
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ion saturation can be used to determine both electron and ion densities from the measured 
saturation currents.  The applied probe voltage at which no net current is collected, is the 
floating potential, Vf.  As the applied probe voltage is increased positively, the probe 
transitions from attracting ions and repelling electrons to repelling ions and attracting 
electrons.  The voltage at which this transition occurs is called the space potential, VS.  At 
this voltage, the probe and the plasma are at the same potential, minimizing the Debye 
sheath and perturbation to the plasma.  Models of electron and ion saturation can be used 
to infer, in real-time, the electron and ion densities from the measured saturation currents, 
whereas values for electron temperature, and space potential are most accurately 
determined by post-data-acquisition modeling of the probe’s entire I-V characteristic 
trace.  Real-time measurements of both DC and AC space potential, can be made using 
emissive probe techniques. 
 
 C. Emissive Probe Techniques 
 An emissive probe is an electrostatic probe consisting of a small wire loop heated 
ohmically to release thermo-electrons into the plasma.  The basic principle of operation is 
that the thermo-electron current from the emissive probe into the plasma changes from 
zero when the probe is biased positive relative to the space potential, to a non-zero value 
when the probe bias is negative relative to the space potential.  For applied probe voltages 
negative relative to the space potential, the emitted electron current flowing from the 
surface of the probe appears as an increase in positive current (ion collection).  The most 
established and accurate emissive-probe technique for determining the space potential is 
known as the inflection-point method [9].  Identifying the voltage associated with the 
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inflection point of the I(V) characteristic, however, requires post acquisition analysis of 
the data, and is thus inconvenient for monitoring fluctuations in the space potential.  
Real-time measurements of space potential and its oscillations can be made by operating 
an emissive probe in the strong-emission regime using the floating-potential technique 
[10].  For emission currents of the same order of magnitude as the electron saturation 
current ( )( sateem II O» ) the measured floating potential provides a good approximation 
for the space potential ( Sf VV » ).  Unfortunately, strong electron emission can 
significantly perturb the plasma [11]. 
 
D. Ion-Sensitive Plug-Probe 
 The first ion-sensitive probe to be developed was the Katsumata probe [12].  The 
Katsumata probe, Fig. 2, is a non-emitting, electrostatic probe, which shields electrons 
due to their small gyro-radius, and controls the collection of ions by positively biasing the 
center electrode in the cavity.  Sweeping the center electrode bias enables the probe to 
acquire an estimate of the characteristic perpendicular ion energy, and thus a 
determination of the ion temperature.  The most accurate use of a non-emitting 
electrostatic probe for real-time measurements of space potential and its oscillations has 
been demonstrated only recently [13], and is based on almost complete suppression of 
collected electron current [14].  The suppression is achieved by using shields 
(perpendicular masks) at the ends of a magnetic field aligned probe tip.  For non-emitting 
probes, as the measured electron saturation current is reduced, the floating potential shifts 
toward the space potential, such that, for sati
sat
e II » , the floating potential approximates 
the space potential, Sf VV » .  Since the plug-probe is floating and non-emitting, 
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perturbations to the plasma are significantly decreased, allowing for accurate real-time 
DC and AC measurements of the space potential.  The plug-probe method has been 
shown experimentally and theoretically, to be valid for ie TT >>  [13].  One potential 
drawback to the use of a plug-probe for monitoring space potential, however, is that the 
probe’s cylindrical axis requires precise alignment with the magnetic field in order to 
achieve optimal shielding.  Because shielded probe techniques have demonstrated the 
ability to make accurate real-time measurements of both DC and AC space potential, 
while minimizing perturbation to the local plasma conditions, it is desirable to develop a 
shielded probe technique for the monitoring of both DC and AC space potential for the 
case of comparable electron and ion temperatures ( ie TT » ), a case for which the plug 
probe has not been tested. 
 
E. Baffled Langmuir Probe 
 Like both the Katsumata and plug probes, the baffled Langmuir probe [15] is a 
shielded, non-emitting electrostatic probe.  The baffled Langmuir probe is used for 
accurate real-time monitoring of DC and AC space potential.  The probe consists of a 
tungsten wire probe tip, partially shielded by Al2O3 ceramic baffles (masks), as seen in 
Figs. 3a and 3b.  Unlike the Katsumata probe, the baffled probe suppresses collected 
electron current with rotatable masks, and unlike the ie TT >>  conditions for which the 
plug-probe was designed, the ie TT »  conditions significantly increase the ion collection 
relative to the electrons and, hence, the precise alignment of the shields relative to the 
magnetic field axis is not critical.  The probe is oriented perpendicular to the direction of 
the magnetic field, unlike the parallel orientation of the plug probe.  Similar to the plug 
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probe, the baffled probe works under the condition that the distance from the surface of 
the probe tip to the outer surface of the baffles, d, satisfies the relation LiLe d rr £<< , 
where LiLe,r  are the electron and ion Larmor radii respectively.  Rotation of the probe 
about its cylindrical axis enables the ratio between the electron and ion saturation 
currents to be adjusted without changing the probe bias or shield size.  The rotational 
position of the baffles that is associated with optimal shielding of electrons from the 
probe surface is referred to as the closed or “ o0 ” orientation.  Likewise, the rotational 
position of the baffles that is associated with negligible shielding of electrons from the 
probe surface is referred to as the open or “ o90 ” orientation.  The ability to tolerate large 
baffles and smaller collection area, relaxes the magnetic field alignment precision.  This 
thesis documents that accurate real-time DC measurement of the space potential can be 
made with the baffled Langmuir probe in barium plasma with ie TT » . 
 In this thesis, real-time DC measurements of space potential obtained using a 
baffled Langmuir probe are reported.  The baffled Langmuir probe design was originally 
developed by Dr. Vladimir Demidov, and has since been modified by both Dr. Demidov 
and Dr. Mark Koepke.  The construction of the baffled probe, as well as the acquisition 
of the experimental data presented in this thesis was done by myself here at West 
Virginia University.  Analysis of the data was conducted by Dr. Demidov, Dr. Koepke, 
and myself, while I alone evaluated all of the equations, and produced all of the figures 
contained within this document.  
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II. THEORY 
 
A. Modeling the Probe I-V Characteristic 
 Extracting the information about the plasma condition from the current-
voltage characteristics obtained with the baffled probe requires an accurate modeling of 
the I(V) characteristic trace.  The electron current collected by the probe can be modeled 
using a diffusive probe theory [16].  For a cylindrical probe of radius R and length L, 
such that RL 2>>  and ( )212/ eneRL nW+<< , oriented perpendicular to the magnetic 
field direction, in fully ionized, strongly magnetized ( 1<<Weenn ) plasma, the transition 
part of the current voltage characteristic for electron current can be modeled using [16] 
                        
( ) ( )sateei
e
sat
eeeeo
e IITI
IImTeRn
TeV --
ú
ú
û
ù
ê
ê
ë
é -
-= 1ln
18
ln
2p
 ,             (1) 
where, V is the applied probe voltage relative to the space potential, SV .  Similarly, the 
ion current in the transition region can be modeled using [16] 
                          
( ) ( )satiie
i
sat
iiiio
i IITI
IImTeRLn
TeV -+
ú
ú
û
ù
ê
ê
ë
é -
= 1ln
12
ln
p
  .              (2) 
Equations (1) and (2) are directly applicable when electrons are not being shielded from 
the probe surface ( o90=q ).  For other rotation angles (q ), an unknown geometrical 
factor should be included in the denominator of the first term in both equations (1) and 
(2).  We have assumed this factor to be the ratio sate
sat
e II o q,0,  for corresponding q .  This 
assumption gives consistent results for a wide range of measured sateI , assuming that 
0, ¹
sat
eI q .  Equations (1) and (2) are solved for eI  and iI  respectively in appendix A, to 
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obtain an analytical expression for )(VI .  Since we have chosen to define the ion 
saturation current as a positive value, we represent the entire characteristic with the 
expression 
                                                             ( ) ie IIVI -=  ,                                                      (3) 
where the collected electron current ( eI ) and collected ion current ( iI ) are  
    
( ) 2
1
2
2
22
2
128
1
832 ú
ú
û
ù
ê
ê
ë
é
+-+=
---
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I
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I
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I
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ppp
, 
and 
   
( ) 2
1
2
2
32
1
28 ú
ú
û
ù
ê
ê
ë
é
+-+= T
eV
Tio
sat
iT
eV
Tio
sat
isat
i
T
eV
Tio
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isat
ii e
eRLvn
I
e
eRLvn
I
Ie
eRLvn
I
II
ppp
. 
Here, eeTe mTv =  is the electron thermal speed and iiTi mTv =  is the ion thermal 
speed, with eT  and iT  in energy units. 
 The equilibrium density is calculated indirectly by comparing measurements 
of the electron saturation current for open ( o90=q ) and closed ( o0=q ) probe 
orientations.  When the probe is maximally shielded ( o0=q ), the electron saturation 
current is reduced by a multiplicative factor of een Wn  to correct for cross-field diffusive 
effects ( enn  is the electron-neutral collision frequency, and eW  is the electron 
gyrofrequency).  The equation for the density takes the form 
       
sat
e
sat
e
eo
o
o
I
I
BTn
90,
0,23
233
21
eVkGm
1
108.3 ÷
ø
ö
ç
è
æ
××
´=   .                        (4) 
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Here, on  is in 
3m- , eT  is in eV , and B  is in kG .  The derivation of Eq. (4) is located in 
appendix B.   
 
B. Floating Potential and Space Potential 
 Many techniques for determining the space potential from an I-V characteristic 
are dependent upon probe type as well as operational regime.  Specifically, we are 
concerned with the “knee-point” and “inflection point” techniques used for cylindrical, 
non-heated probes in magnetized, collisionless to weakly collisional plasma.  The most 
common method is to use the electron saturation “knee” of the characteristic trace as the 
space potential reference.  Conceptually, the “knee” corresponds, within eTk eB , to the 
point where the applied probe voltage is equivalent to the space potential, because the 
current saturates at voltages above the space potential and decreases exponentially at 
voltages below the space potential.  In a collisionless regime, the probe bias 
corresponding to the local maximum of dVdIe , when 
22 dVId e changes sign, should 
coincide within eTk eB  of the space potential.  In general, however, this technique will 
only provide an approximation of the space potential due to effects such as large 
amplitude ( eTk eB~ ) fluctuations in space potential,  and finite resistivity of the plasma 
[17].  These methods can give a good approximation of the space potential, but require 
post data acquisition analysis.  As discussed in the introduction, accurate, real-time 
measurement of space potential can be made with an emissive probe, if one can tolerate 
the perturbation to the plasma and possible changes in the regime (strong, intermediate, 
weak) of emission. 
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 Emissive probe techniques allow us to acquire instantaneous measurements of the 
space potential.  Heating a probe with sufficient current, such that thermo-electrons are 
emitted into the plasma, leads to zero electric field and space-charge limited current near 
the probe surface.  The formula for the floating potential of a heated probe (valid only for 
applied probe voltages below the space potential, Sb VV < , and Maxwellian plasma) is 
                                                            eSf Te
VV
m
-= .                                                     (5) 
Here, SV  is the space potential, fV  is the floating potential, eT  is the temperature of the 
bulk plasma electrons, and m  is a constant that depends on the values of ion and electron 
collection as well as the value of the electron emission.  We can see that the space 
potential is shifted, by a factor that is proportional to the electron temperature eT , from 
the floating potential.  This constant m , is expressed in terms of the electron saturation 
current ( sateI ), the ion saturation current (
sat
iI ), and the emission current ( emI ) of thermo-
electrons into the plasma 
            ú
û
ù
ê
ë
é
+
=
em
sat
i
sat
e
II
I
lnm     .                                                  (6) 
For significantly large emission current ( sateem II » ), assuming
sat
e
sat
i II << , the 
coefficient m  approaches zero, and thus the floating potential approaches the space 
potential.  Unfortunately, this significantly disturbs the local plasma conditions near the 
probe surface [11].  Equations (5) and (6) are also directly applicable to electrostatic 
probes which are non-emitting.  Setting the emission current to zero ( 0=emI ), and 
substituting Eq. (6) into Eq. (5), yields 
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        ú
û
ù
ê
ë
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+= sat
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sat
ee
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I
e
T
VV ln  .                                                  (7) 
Equation (7) shows how the floating potential is shifted from the space potential 
(associated with the “knee” of the I-V characteristic) by a factor proportional to the 
electron temperature, eT .  It is also evident that, as the electron saturation current 
approaches the ion saturation current, the floating potential approaches the space 
potential.  Thus, monitoring the floating potential when sati
sat
e II » , provides an accurate 
measurement of the instantaneous space potential, without significantly perturbing the 
plasma surrounding the probe.  This is the premise on which the baffled Langmuir probe 
is designed.  As discussed in section I.E, when the baffled Langmuir probe is rotated 
about its cylindrical axis to an orientation such that the electron current is reduced 
to sati
sat
e II » , the measured floating potential will correspond to the instantaneous space 
potential. 
 
C. Floating Potential in the Presence of Drifting Plasma 
 Analysis of probe characteristics from a plasma with a single drifting species, or 
bulk-plasma flow, using stationary probe theories may lead to errors in the estimates of 
space potential and temperature [8, 18]. 
 For simplicity, let us consider the baffled Langmuir probe in the open position 
(not shielding electrons) as a one-sided, perfectly absorbing, non-emitting, planar probe 
with the area normal of its probe face oriented parallel to the z axis.  Restricting our 
analysis to the retarding field region (range of repelling voltages), only those particles of 
species a, with ( ) bSz VqVqvm aaa ³+221  , where bV  is the applied probe bias, will be 
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collected at the probe surface.  The total current density collected at the surface of the 
probe is the sum of the current densities from all contributing plasma species a. 
           å=
a
aJJ
vv
                                                       (8) 
The current density at the surface of the probe for species a is given by, 
                                   ),,(ˆ
min
zyxzv zyx
vvvfvdvdvdvqzJ aaa òòò
¥¥
¥-
¥
¥-
=
v
.                           (9) 
Where aa mVqv r2min -= .  Assuming that the particle distribution function has the 
form of a drifting Maxwellian velocity distribution with a single temperature, 
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é -+-+-
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the current density for species a collected at the surface of the probe is [17] 
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Here, temperature aT  is in energy units, aaa mTvT 2=  is the thermal speed, adv is the 
drift speed, and [ ]xerfc  is the complimentary error function.  In a plasma with no drifting 
species ( 0=adv ), the collected current contribution from species a, has the familiar 
exponential form, 
                                             ú
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When the probe is biased at the space potential ( Sb VV = ), all motion to the probe is 
thermal, and the current density is, 
                                                               
p
aa
a
2
0 TvnqJ = .                                                (13) 
For a drifting species, the contribution to the current density at the probe surface when 
the probe is biased at the space potential is, 
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When the applied probe bias is equal to the floating potential ( fb VV = ), the total current 
density collected at the surface of the probe is zero ( 0== å
a
aJJ
vv
).   This means that for 
a two species plasma of electrons and ions, the electron current is equal to the ion current 
at the surface of the  probe ( )()( fbifbe VVJVVJ ===- ).  In plasmas with electron and 
ion drift speeds satisfying the inequality, 
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the current collected at the surface of the probe is dominated by the electron current.  
Thus, the floating potential is in the retarding field region only for electrons 
( 0<- Sb VV ).  This means that Eq. (11) is not valid for ions when fb VV = .  In order to 
estimate the effect of particle drifts on the shift between floating potential and space 
potential ( Sf VV - ), we assume that the ion current saturates in the retarding field region 
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for electrons at a value approximately equal to the current density collected at the space 
potential. 
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Equation (5) is used to express the electron current density eJ  in terms of the 
dimensionless coefficient µ for fb VV =  . 
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When there are no particle drifts ( 0== dide vv ), µ is easily determined by equating 
equations (16) and (17). 
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Here, we have assumed that the electrons and ions have the same temperature 
( TTT ie == ).  For finite particle drifts ( 0, ¹idev ) however, the functional dependence of 
the current density on the complimentary error function makes obtaining an analytical 
solution for µ intractable.  Instead, equations (16) and (17) are equated and solved 
numerically for the dimensionless coefficient µ as a function of particle drift speed. 
 Figure 4 shows µ as a function of normalized electron drift speed for three cases 
of ion drift speed.  The values of µ plotted in Fig. 4, are for a barium plasma with 
equivalent electron and ion temperatures 2.0== ie TT eV.  The upper curve in Fig. 4 
(asterisks), is the case of zero ion drift ( 0=div ).  It is clear from the upper curve that, an 
increase in electron drift speed causes the floating potential to become more negative 
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relative to the space potential, increasing the relative shift between the floating potential 
and the space potential.  The bottom curve in Fig. 4 (circles), is for bulk-plasma flow 
( dide vv = ) in the reference frame of the probe.  It is clear that as the bulk flow speed is 
increased, the floating potential shifts towards the space potential.  This is easily 
understood if we consider the case when the bulk flow is much larger than the electron 
thermal speed.  When the probe is biased at the space potential, there are no attracting or 
retarding fields surrounding the probe surface.  So, as the bulk drift becomes larger, the 
total current collected at the surface of the probe approaches zero, and thus the floating 
potential approaches the space potential.  The middle curve in Fig. 4 (diamonds), 
represents an ion drift that is a factor of three larger than its thermal speed ( Tidi vv 3= ).  
This is the case for the experiments conducted with the baffled Langmuir probe in the 
WVU Q-machine.  When the probe is oriented in a closed position, the collected current 
at the surface of the probe is the result of particle motion perpendicular to the magnetic 
field, and is thus unaffected by the drifting of a species parallel to the magnetic field.  For 
open probe orientations however, electrons drifting parallel to the magnetic field will 
cause the floating potential to shift negatively with respect to the space potential 
increasing the value of the dimensionless coefficient µ. 
 
D. Space Potential Fluctuations 
 Unfortunately there is no theory for calculating the collected probe current in the 
case of diffusive motion of electrons, and weakly collisional motion of ions.  We can, 
however, use any of the diffusive models to estimate the role of various oscillations on 
our probe measurements.  In the presence of space potential fluctuations, there can also 
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exist fluctuations of temperature ( eT
~  and iT
~ ) that cause fV  and fV
~
 to deviate from SV  
and SV
~ .  A linear relationship between fV
~
, SV
~ , eT
~ , and iT
~  is expected for small 
oscillations. 
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We have assumed that the flight time of charged particles to the probe from outside the 
diffusive volume is much less that the period of oscillations, ensuring that the coefficient 
normally appearing before SV
~  in Eq. (19) is unity.  Optimally shielding the baffled probe, 
so that sati
sat
e II » , causes the coefficients em  and im  to vanish, allowing fluctuations in 
space potential to be directly measured while the probe is floating. 
                                                                 fS VV
~~
»                                                           (20) 
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III. EXPERIMENT 
 
A. WVU Q-Machine 
 The baffled Langmuir probe, was tested in plasma produced in the West Virginia 
University Q-machine [19].  A diagram of the WVU Q-machine is given in Fig. 5.  The 
linear stainless steel vacuum chamber is 25 cm in outer diameter and 4 meters in length. 
The chamber is aligned axially with 41 electromagnets that surround the vacuum 
chamber.  There are 56 ports located on the chamber, of which 48 can be used for 
diagnostic access.  The diagnostic ports are separated by 26.5 cm axially and o90  
azimuthally.  The electromagnets are capable of producing homogeneous, axial magnetic 
fields up to 4 kG within the chamber.  Located at both ends of the machine are the plasma 
sources.  The barium plasma is produced by contact ionization of barium atoms showered 
onto the surface of each source’s hot plate.  The barium plasma is neutralized by 
thermionic electrons emitted from the surface of the source hot plate. In our experiments, 
only the source located on the north end of the machine was used for plasma production.  
The south source served as an unheated terminating electrode.  The plasma column 
produced by a source with a 3.1-inch hot plate is 3 m in length and approximately 8 cm in 
diameter.  Typical plasma parameters for the WVU Q-machine are listed in Table 1.  The 
baffled Langmuir probe was inserted into the machine exactly halfway between the 
plasma column ends. 
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B. Baffled Langmuir Probe 
 A diagram and photograph of the baffled Langmuir probe are located in Figs. 3a 
and 3b.  The probe consists of a 2% thoriated tungsten wire tip (2.54 mm diameter), and 
two coaxial Al2O3 ceramic shielding cylinders.  The outer ceramic cylinder (8 mm outer 
diameter, 5 mm inner diameter) has a slot (2.5 mm wide)  that is parallel to the 
cylindrical axis, creating two baffles (masks), each 7.6 mm wide and 7 mm in height.  
The inner coaxial ceramic cylinder (4.8 mm outer diameter, 3 mm inner diameter) is used 
to separate the probe tip from the baffles.  The exposed probe tip is 2 mm in diameter and 
10 mm in length, which presents a cross-sectional area of 20 mm2.  The entire probe 
construction is held fixed by a macor probe stem adapter, which connects the probe to the 
probe shaft.  Thus, the entire probe shaft must be rotated in order for the baffle 
orientation to be adjusted relative to the direction of the magnetic field. 
 
C. Measuring Current-Voltage Characteristic 
 The probe is connected to a computer controlled power supply by a 25 ft RG-58 
cable with BNC connectors, Fig. 6.  The power supply is controlled using a Lab-View, 
virtual user interface written by Eric W. Reynolds.  Measurements of the I-V 
characteristic were made by sweeping the applied probe voltage from -15 V to 15 V 
relative to the floating potential.  The current collected by the probe was measured by the 
source-meter, relayed to the computer, and recorded along with the voltage applied to the 
probe.  Error in the measurement of collected probe current, results not only from plasma 
noise, but also from the reading rate of the source meter.  For these experiments, the 
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integration time of the A/D converter was set to 0.1 PLC (power line cycles: 601 sec).  
The resulting error in measured current, contributed by the source meter is AI m001.0± . 
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 
 
A. Current-Voltage Characteristic 
 Current-voltage characteristic measurements were made at o10  intervals for 
probe orientation angles from o0=q  to o360=q .  A typical I-V characteristic for the 
baffled Langmuir probe, when electrons are not being shielded from the probe surface 
( o90=q , o270 , etc.), is shown in Fig. 7.  For such orientations, the probe acts as an 
ordinary, unshielded Langmuir probe.  The plasma parameters obtained using an iterative 
least squares fitting routine on the I-V characteristic using Eq. (3) are 17.0=» ie TT  eV, 
and 5.7-=
s
V  V relative to ground.  Equation (4) gives the density as 15103´=on  m
-3.  
The measured electron saturation current is much larger than the ion saturation current, 
enabling the space potential to be estimated using the electron saturation “knee”. 
 When the probe is rotated such that the electrons are optimally shielded 
( 1»sati
sat
e II ) from the probe tip (
o30»q , o170 , o340 , etc.), the magnitude of the 
electron saturation current is approximately equal to the magnitude of the ion saturation 
current, as shown in Fig. 8.  The model of the characteristic gives approximately identical 
values for the plasma parameters obtained from the model of the o90=q  characteristic.  
We can see in Fig. 8 that the floating potential has shifted positively by approximately 
1.5 V from its measured value for o90=q .  Values of electron temperature, floating 
potential, and space potential obtained from the I-V characteristic for o90=q  are used to 
calculate m , which was typically between 5 and 6 for the experiments reported here.  In 
the case of equivalent magnitudes of electron and ion saturation currents, the right hand 
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side of Eq. (7) reduces to the floating potential.  In this case, the floating potential 
measured by a closed baffled Langmuir probe is approximately equivalent to the space 
potential.  Figure 8, shows that the floating potential closely matches the value of the 
space potential obtained from the least squares fit of the I(V) characteristic for the 
unshielded probe orientation. 
 The suppression of electron current, and the shift in floating potential toward the 
space potential are clearly visible in Fig. 9 as the probe is rotated from an open 
orientation to a closed orientation.  Figure 9, is an overlay of current-voltage 
characteristic traces for four different probe rotations.  The open probe has the largest 
electron saturation current, whereas the closed probe has the smallest value of electron 
saturation.  It is clear that the floating potential (filled circles) shifts positively as the 
probe is rotated toward the closed position.  When the probe is optimally shielded from 
electrons (closed), the floating potential (furthest right filled circle) lies directly beneath 
the electron saturation “knee” of the open probe characteristic.  Further shielding from 
electrons (maximally shielded) shifts the floating potential to the positive side of the 
space potential.  This shifting of the floating potential toward the plasma potential is 
accurately predicted by Eq. (7). 
 To see this shifting of floating potential more clearly, Fig. 9 has been magnified 
around the bias voltage axis, Fig. 10.  As more electrons are shielded from the probe 
surface, the rate at which the floating potential approached the space potential increases 
for the four cases illustrated.  This effect is the direct result of the ratios of saturation 
currents being the argument of the natural logarithm in Eq. (7).  It is clear in Fig. 10 that, 
as the probe is closed, the ion saturation current is also reduced.  When the probe is 
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rotated into a closed position, only those ions with dLi >r  (or idv W>^ ) will make it to 
the surface of the probe, thus reducing the number of ions collected by the probe for a 
given applied voltage.  Similarly, the baffles also place a restriction on the acceptance 
angle for ions with a given pitch angle, such that only ions satisfying minacceptpitch qq >  
( minacceptq  is shown in Fig. 2a) will be collected by the probe.  This too will cause a 
reduction in measured ion saturation current.  As the probe is rotated through o360 , the 
range of pitch angles of collected ions is restricted in a modulated fashion. 
 For maximally shielded ( 1<sati
sat
e II ) probe orientations (
o10»q , o350 ), 
(Fig. 11) the probe operates on the same shielding principle as a Katsumata probe 
(electrons completely shielded from probe electrode), providing an accurate measurement 
of the ion temperature.  In Fig. 11, the electron current has been suppressed to the point 
where 1.0»sati
sat
e II .  To model the characteristic in Fig. 11, a best fit straight line to the 
electron saturation was determined and then subtracted from the entire trace.  This 
artificially set the electron saturation current to zero in the processed trace, while 
producing negligible change in the ion saturation and transition regions.  A least squares 
fit of the trace using Eq. (2), Fig. 12, provides values for ion temperature and space 
potential: 19.0=iT eV, 48.7-=sV  V.  The value of ion temperature obtained with the 
baffled probe, was compared with measurements of ion temperature obtained using laser-
induced florescence (LIF) measurements of the unperturbed ion velocity distribution 
function taken by Eric W. Reynolds under similar operational conditions.  The ion 
temperature, as measured with LIF, was consistently ±±» TTi d18.0  eV.  The error, ±Td , 
associated with the LIF measured ion temperature is dependent upon the signal to noise 
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ratio, and is approximately: 01.0=+Td eV, 02.0=-Td eV, for this measurement.  The 
relatively good agreement between the ion temperature as measured by the baffled 
Langmuir probe, and the ion temperature as measured using LIF, is convincing evidence 
that the baffled probe, when maximally shielded, can provide an accurate measure of the 
ion temperature. 
 
B. Floating Potential 
 Floating potential measurements for orientations of the probe through o360 , show 
the expected modulation in the amplitude of the floating potential shift, Fig. 13.  The 
observed modulation in Fig. 13 is the result of the designed geometrical restrictions on 
the collected current.  The amplitude of this shift is measured to be approximately 1.5 V.  
For several probe orientation angles ( o10»q , o350 ), maximal shielding of electrons is 
demonstrated.  At maximally shielded probe orientation angles, the floating potential is 
shifted positively relative to the space potential, producing the increase in modulation 
amplitude seen in Fig. 13. 
 Figure 14 shows that the shifting of floating potential as m  is varied by rotating 
the probe closely matches the shift predicted by Eq. (7).  The solid line Fig. 14 is the 
floating potential predicted by Eq. (8) with 5.7-»sV  V, and 23.0»eT eV, while the 
filled circles are the experimentally measured values of floating potential.  This good 
agreement between the predicted shift and measured shift reinforces our claim that the 
baffled Langmuir probe, when optimally shielded, can provide an accurate, real-time 
measurement of the space potential. 
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V. CONCLUSION 
It has been shown that the addition of ceramic baffles to an ordinary Langmuir 
probe can result in the suppression of electron current to comparable magnitudes with the 
ion saturation current, producing a shift in the measured floating potential to within a 
small fraction of eTk eB  of the space potential.   Thus, an optimally shielded baffled 
probe can be a simple non-emitting electrostatic probe for real-time monitoring of the 
space potential in magnetized plasma. 
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VII. APPENDIX: A  
 In this appendix I present a derivation of the equations for collected ion and 
electron current for the transition region of the current-voltage characteristic.  The 
transition region of the I-V characteristic for a cylindrical probe of radius R and length L, 
in strongly magnetized plasma ( 1>>W ene n ), satisfying ( )212 eneLRL nW+>>>>  
is modeled using [22] 
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Here, the particle temperature ieT ,  is in energy units, V  is the applied probe voltage 
relative to the space potential SV , 1-=ee , 1+=ie , 
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Where, on  is the density and iem ,  are the electron and ion masses respectively.  Eq. (A.1) 
is valid for ( ) 0, <- Sbie VVe .  Solving Eq. (A.1) for ie,a ,  
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For the case of equivalent electron and ion temperatures ( TTT eiie == ,, ), Eq. (A.6) 
reduces to a quadratic polynomial in ie,a . 
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The roots of Eq. (A.7) are  
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The physical root of Eq. (A.10) is the negative root.  Substituting into Eq. (A.10)  the 
definitions for ie,a  , ieC , , ie,e , separating into separate equations for ions and electrons, 
and solving for eI  and iI  we obtain,  
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VIII. APPENDIX: B 
 In this appendix, I present a derivation of Eq. (4).  When the probe is rotated to 
maximally shield electrons from the collecting surface, the electron saturation current is 
reduced by a multiplicative factor of een Wn  to correct for cross-field diffusive effects 
( enn  is the electron-neutral collision frequency, and eW  is the electron gyrofrequency). 
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It follows Eq. (B.1) that 
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Substituting into Eq. (B.2) expressions for eW , and enn  from [21], we obtain  
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Here, B  is magnetic field in gauss, on  is density in cm
-3, eT  is electron temperature in 
eV, and Lln is the Coulomb logarithm.  In a Q-machine plasma, the Coulomb logarithm 
can be approximated as 10ln »L .  Solving Eq. (B.3) for on , yields 
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Converting magnetic field from Gauss to Kilo-Gauss, and density from cm-3 to m-3, Eq. 
(B.4) becomes,  
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IX. TABLE 
 
 
WVU Q-Machine Operating Parameters 
 
kG)(3kG)(1 << B   
39cm10 -»n  
eV2.0»eT   
eV2.0»iT  
Hz1010»We   
MHz300»pew   
MHz1»piw   
cm104 4-´»er   
cm01.0»Dl   
Torr10 6-<nP  
   
                         Na+  K+  Ba+ 
     
iW  (1 kG):          67  39     11      KHz 
VTi (0.2 eV):      915         700  380        m/s 
ir (1 kG):           2.2            2.8              5.3        mm 
Table 1: Table of operational parameters for the WVU Q-machine. 
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X. FIGURES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  Figure 1: Typical probe current-voltage characteristic.  Region A is ion saturation, B 
      is the transition region, and C is electron saturation. 
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 Figure 2: Sketch of Katsumata probe. (1) Ceramic insulation; (2) central electrode;  
         (3) guard electrodes. 
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Figure 3a:  Sketch of the baffled Langmuir probe. (1) Tungsten wire probe tip; (2) 
ceramic baffles (masks); (3) ceramic shielding. 
Figure 3b:  Picture of the baffled Langmuir probe. 
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Figure 4:  Numerical solutions for dimensionless coefficient ( ) efS TVVe -=m , as a 
function electron drift speed.  The upper curve (asterisks),  is the case of zero ion drift 
( 0=div ).  The middle curve (diamonds), represents the experimental conditions for 
experiments with baffled Langmuir probe ( Tidi vv 3= ).  The bottom curve (circles), is 
for bulk-plasma flow ( dide vv = ).  
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Figure 5:  Schematic of WVU Q-machine [20].  Each block symbol for the magnetic 
field coils represents a set of three coils in contact with each other, except for the 
outermost symbols, which represent a single coil. 
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 Figure 6: Electric circuit diagram for measuring probe I-V characteristics.  The  
      probes voltage and current are measured/sourced by a Keithley 2400 Source  
      Meter. 
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Figure 7: Model, Eqs. (3,4), of baffled probe characteristic (solid line) overlayed with 
measured characteristic (points) for probe orientation angle o90»q , at 3=B  kG.  The 
plasma parameters obtained from the model are: 15103´=on m
-3, 17.0== ei TT eV, 
and 5.7-=SV  V. 
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Figure 8: Model, Eqs. (3,4), of baffled probe characteristic (solid line) overlayed with 
measured characteristic (points) for probe orientation angle o30»q , at 3=B  kG.  The 
plasma parameters obtained from the model are: 15103´=on m
-3, 17.0== ei TT eV, and 
45.7-=SV  V. 
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Figure 9: Measured current voltage characteristics for several baffled probe 
orientation angles ooo 60,45,30=q , and o80 , at 3=B  kG.  The filled circles indicate 
floating potential, fV . 
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Figure 10: Enlarged view of the zero crossing points from Fig. 9, showing more 
clearly the shift in the floating potential. 
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Figure 11: I-V characteristic obtained from baffled Langmuir probe with maximally 
shielded probe orientation o10»q , at 3=B  kG. 
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Figure 12: Model, Eq. (2), of baffled probe characteristic (solid line) overlayed with 
the processed baffled probe characteristic of Fig. 11 (points) for probe orientation 
angle o10»q , at 3=B  kG.  The ion temperature and space potential obtained from 
the model are: 19.0=iT eV, and 48.7-=SV  V. 
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Figure 13: Measured floating potential as the baffled probe orientation is incremented 
through o360 , at 3=B  kG. 
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Figure 14:  Measured values of floating potential (dots) as the collected electron 
current is suppressed for 3=B  kG.  For 23.0»eT  eV, the model, Eq. (7), gives the 
solid line, implying that the space potential is 5.7-»SV  V. 
 
